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STONESFIELD PRIMARY SCHOOL

This leaflet has been produced to give prospective parents an insight in to life at
Stonesfield Primary School. Alongside some useful information it outlines our ethos
and vision for our wonderful children. A great deal of further information about the
school can be found on the school website:

www.stonesfield.oxon.sch.uk
Headteacher: Mr Ben Trevail
Co-Chairs of Governors: Sue Corrigan and Harry Holland
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INTRODUCTION

Why choose Stonesfield Primary School for your child?
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Stonesfield Primary School is one big family with four classes and approximately
100 pupils.
We have high academic expectations for every child and standards are
excellent.
Our staff are experienced and dedicated and provide a caring, nurturing
environment where your child will thrive.
Our exciting curriculum is built on compassion and empathy and develops
citizens of the future.
Our pupils are thoughtful, creative and curious.
We are passionate about nature, sustainability and the outdoors and offer
Forest School for all pupils up to Year 6.

‘Learning together to achieve our best’
Our school motto sums up our ethos, aims and expectations. In partnership with parents and
pupils, we offer our children the best possible start in life by providing an excellent education.
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OUR SCHOOL’S VISION: THE STONESFIELD WAY

Strengths of the school identified by parents in a questionnaire, 2019

“I could tell this was a happy, caring school from the minute I walked in.”
“Everything here just smiles at you.”
“The school is nurturing and encouraging, the staff are fantastic.”
“One of the things that has stood out for us so far is the Forest School facility. Sarah is
amazing. Our child prefers her bow and arrow – made under the watchful eye of Sarah – to
her princess dolls at the moment, which is just fantastic.
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OUR CURRICULUM
We are a school that sets high expectations and academic standards for all children. Our
ambitious curriculum teaches our pupils to succeed on life’s journey by developing
confident and resilient children who become knowledgeable, active citizens caring for our
themselves, each other and our planet.
Much of the wider curriculum is taught in termly topics. Our topics are designed to develop
citizens of the future by raising awareness and grappling with issues facing humanity such as
climate change, sustainable living and deforestation. This approach promotes empathy and
compassion: values which we hold dearly at Stonesfield.
Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS)
In Early Years, our philosophy is directed towards learning
through play. The six areas of learning are taught and
developed in children through a variety of exciting and
imaginative activities, either teacher focussed or child
initiated. Either way, the children are learning all day! We
know that we can provide the best opportunity for your
child as they start school. Teaching children to read at an
early age is a complex and vital skill. Our phonics teaching
is engaging and interactive for children, delivered in a
rigorous, systematic way using Letters and Sounds. Young
children read books appropriate to their decoding skills as
well as being immersed in fantastic stories by their
teachers.
English
Developing a love and language and literature is given a high priority
at Stonesfield School. Children are immersed in books rich in
language and this shines through in their writing. ‘Good literacy
floats on a sea of talk’ and children leave Stonesfield as confident,
articulate citizens. Storytelling, debating and deep discussions are
highly valued.
Mathematics
At Stonesfield we follow a Mastery Maths curriculum which places
great emphasis on using practical apparatus and visual images
leading to a deep understanding of key concepts.
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PASTORAL SUPPORT AND EMOTIONAL WELLBEING
Life at Stonesfield Primary School is a positive and enjoyable experience with an
environment and atmosphere that is friendly, caring and secure. Confidence and selfesteem are promoted in children and adults alike, through an emphasis on mutual respect
and consideration for others. Children are happy and feel safe and this is reflected in the
excellent standards of behaviour. Relationships between staff and pupils are excellent and
staff model the values, attitudes and behaviour we know will help our children succeed.
Forest School
There’s nothing better for mental health than breathing fresh air and
being at one with nature. We are one of only three recognised Forest
School providers in Oxfordshire and all children from Reception to Year
6 have regular opportunities to experience outdoor learning, develop
their independence and problem-solving and learn new skills. We have
a wonderful Forest School area on site and also visit Stockey Bottom
woods. This year children have built shelters, ladders and zip-wires,
cooked on an open fire, learned about trees and wildlife, explored the
pond, learned to use tools and much much more.

We pride ourselves on being an inclusive school where individuals are supported, challenged
and celebrated. Our Special Educational Needs Coordinator (Senco) works closely with staff
and parents to ensure all children get the support they deserve.
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OUR PUPIL OUTCOMES
Standards across the school have improved significantly over the last three years as a
result of improving the quality of teaching, raising expectations and strengthening our
curriculum.
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